MEMBERSHIP GRADES

Non-Corporate Membership Grade

Corporate Membership Grade

Student

Provisional

Technical

Associate

Corporate

Fellow
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PICQS leading the way...the certified way
Notwithstanding the existing provisions for Membership Progression, the following will also apply:

**PICQS APC Training Program**

Level 1 - PICQS Think Tank Training (P3T)
Level 2 - PICQS APC Program 1 for Beginners (PAP1)
Level 3 - Guidance and Mentoring Program (GaMP)
Level 4 - PICQS APC Program 2 (PAP2)

APC - Assessment of Professional Competence
STUDENT MEMBER

ADMISSION

- A bonafide student of Engineering or an allied profession
- Has paid a PICQS Student Membership Fee

ICEC Accredited

February 2020
ADMISSION

➢ An Applicant who has less than one(1) year practical experience in Quantity Surveying

OR

➢ An Applicant with a QS practical experience but failed in the admission interview

OR

➢ An Applicant who has a non-cognate degree but has the passion in pursuing a career in QS AND is working in the construction industry

PROGRESSION to PROVISIONAL

➢ Graduate of an Engineering or an Allied Degree with at least 6 months experience

AND

➢ Completion of the PICQS Student Structured Training Program
**ADMISSION**

- An Applicant who is an Engineering or Architecture Graduate
- An Applicant who has at least one (1) year practical experience in Quantity Surveying with or without approved supervision *
- An Applicant who passed the admission interview.

- As a Technical Member, he/she shall commit to attend the P3T in a later date or at a time when this program is available in their Chapter.

**PROGRESSION to TECHNICAL**

- Passed the P3T Exam AND
- Gained at least 8 CPD hours within a year

- If you are a QS student, you must complete your QS study and present the Certificate.
- If and when the Member could not provide evidence of their P3T or QS Study Completion on the Annual Membership Validation, non-compliance may mean revocation of their Technical Membership.
ADMISSION

➢ An Applicant who Obtained a QS Diploma or Degree or Accredited Courses from recognized QS institute

OR

➢ AIQS Affil (Affiliate Member, OR AIQS)

➢ AssocRICS (Associate Member, RICS) OR

➢ TCInstCES (Technical Member, CICES) OR

➢ CEC (Certified Cost Estimator, CIQS)

AND

➢ Have at least 5 years’ experience

PROGRESSION to ASSOCIATE

➢ ROUTES

• Obtained Associate RICS OR AIQS Affiliate Membership

• Completed PICQS P3T PAP1 and GaMP

• APC-Registered

➢ Gained 7 years’ Quantity Surveying experience under approved supervision or 10 years without approved supervision OR

➢ Gained 5 years’ Quantity Surveying experience and completed a post-graduate QS study

AND

➢ Gained at least 13 CPD hours in a year
CORPORATE MEMBER (MPICQS)

ADMISSION

➢ MRICS (Chartered Member, RICS OR
➢ MAIQS (Member Grade, AIQS) OR
➢ MCInstCES (Member Grade, CICES) OR
➢ PQS (Professional Quantity Surveyor, CIQS)

PROGRESSION to CORPORATE

➢ ROUTES
  • Achieved MRICS OR
  • Achieved MAIQS OR
  • Achieved CIQS PQS OR
  • Completed PICQS PAP2 AND Passed PICQS APC AND
  • Gained at least 13 CPD hours in a year

ICEC Accredited
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FELLOW MEMBER (FPICQS)

ADMISSION

➢ A Fellow Member of Recognized QS Institutions
  • RICS
  • AIQS
  • NZIQS
  • Or any other Pacific Association of Quantity Surveyors (PAQS) member organizations

PROGRESSION to FELLOW

➢ ROUTES
  • Achieved MRICS OR
  • Achieved MAIQS OR
  • Achieved CIQS PQS OR

AND
MUST have served the PICQS Board of Trustees OR Management Board for at least 2 consecutive terms

AND
➢ Gained at least 13 CPD hours in a year